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This is an exciting series from Policy Press that provides high quality, concise introductions to key subjects in 
the social sciences.

Books in the series provide an essential overview for students at all levels and professionals new to the field 
in practice oriented subjects. Covering basic themes and concepts, they also include up-to-date key issues 
in each subject that are common modules on allied courses but not the main focus of study. They are 
therefore ideal for courses at further education level and for continuing professional development.

These books appeal to students directly, particularly those who need a quick overview for one module or 
a pre-course introduction. They are also suitable for foundation or further education students who are 
thinking of studying the subject at degree level. Despite the books’ brevity, the coverage of each subject is 
comprehensive and reliable and provides a solid grounding for further study.

Short Guides

NEW IN THE SERIES

PB £14.99 ISBN 9781447369813

EPUB £14.99 ISBN 9781447369820

May 2023

This fully updated short guide discusses the planning system, processes, legal constructs and approaches, 
taking into account the recent regulatory changes within the UK nations. Restructured to improve 
readability, it explores the interactions of government and society with the planning system, encouraging 
the reader to adopt a reflective and inquisitive outlook.

The Short Guide to Town and Country Planning 2nd Edition 

By Adam Sheppard, Nick Croft and Nick Smith
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PB £14.99 ISBN 9781447360728

EPUB £14.99 ISBN 9781447360735

Jan 2022

Fully updated to reflect changes in policy, 
practice, economics and culture, the third 
edition of this well-respected guide offers 
an invaluable, authoritative and concise 
introduction to community development.

The Short Guide to 
Community Development
Third Edition

By Alison Gilchrist and 
Marilyn Taylor 

PB £15.99 ISBN 9781447352402

EPUB £15.99 ISBN 9781447352419

Feb 2020

This book offers a fresh and contemporary 
guide to the field of sociology. By demonstrating 
the versatility of the sociological imagination, 
the authors reveal the ways in which thinking 
sociologically can help us understand changes 
going on in the world around us. 

The Short Guide to 
Sociology 

By Mark Doidge and
 Rima Saini

PB £15.99 ISBN 9781447350583

EPUB £15.99 ISBN 9781447350606

Mar 2019

This clear and succinct text offers a valuable 
introductory guide to health and social care, 
helping people who want to study or work in the 
field understand why these services matter, how 
they have developed and how they work.

The Short Guide to Health 
and Social Care 

By Jon Glasby

PB £17.99 ISBN 9781447328384

EPUB £17.99 ISBN 9781447328391

Nov 2016

This compact, focused guide is perfect 
for students and others new to the field of 
gerontology. Features include further reading 
for each chapter, a glossary of key terms, and 
tables that provide easy reference points.

The Short Guide to Aging 
and Gerontology 

By Kate de Medeiros

PB £13.99 ISBN 9781447330943

EPUB £13.99 ISBN 9781447330950

Feb 2018

Including many student-friendly features such as 
case study boxes, tables showing key facts and 
figures and links to data sources, this book provides 
a comprehensive, yet concise, introduction to the 
criminal justice system in the United Kingdom. 

The Short Guide to Criminal 
Justice

By Lisa O’Malley and 
Sharon Grace

PB £14.99 ISBN 9781447348825

EPUB £14.99 ISBN 9781447348832

Jun 2022

By providing a succinct evaluation of competing 
approaches to, and perspectives on, the idea and 
practice of international development, this book 
offers students across the social sciences a distinct 
and invaluable introduction to the field.

The Short Guide 
to International 
Development

By Nick Sage
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PB £14.99 ISBN 9781447325680

EPUB £14.99 ISBN 9781447325697

Sep 2015

This fully updated edition of an essential 
introductory text offers a concise guide to the 
key structures and concepts in social policy and 
is designed to work in partnership with unique, 
innovative digital content that adds depth and 
provides a truly integrated way of learning.

The Short Guide to 
Social Policy
2nd Edition

By John Hudson and
 Stefan Kuhner

PB £14.99 ISBN 9781447307990

EPUB £14.99 ISBN 9781447308003

Jun 2015

This text makes sense of the ways in which urban 
issues and problems have been addressed. From 
initiatives that focus on social tensions within the 
urban realm, to those which seek to develop cities 
as economic entities, it provides an accessible 
discussion and critique of some key approaches.

The Short Guide to 
Urban Policy

By Claire Edwards and  
Rob Imrie

PB £15.99 ISBN 9781447300236

EPUB £15.99 ISBN 9781447309598

Feb 2013

This is an accessible introduction into the main 
concepts, developments and policy related to 
this exciting area of work.

The Short Guide to Working 
with Children and 
Young People

By Liesl Conradie and 
Tyrrell Golding

PB £15.99 ISBN 9781447307174

EPUB £15.99 ISBN 9781447307198

Apr 2014

An essential introduction for all those interested in 
how policies can address environmental problems, 
bringing together economic, sociological and 
social policy perspectives.

The Short Guide to 
Environmental Policy

By Carolyn Snell and  
Gary Haq

PB £15.99 ISBN 9781847427632

EPUB £15.99 ISBN 9781447319719

Jun 2011

This accessible guide provides readers with 
an introduction to the key concepts and main 
developments in gender studies. Highlighting the 
importance of gender in the contemporary world, it 
is an ideal overview for students and professionals 
alike. 

The Short Guide to Gender

By Kath Woodward

PB £13.99 ISBN 9781847422873

EPUB £13.99 ISBN 9781447308553

Apr 2010

This one-stop text for new and prospective social 
work students is easy to read and full of essential 
information and practical advice about what is 
needed to qualify and practice in social work. 

The Short Guide to 
Social Work

By Kath Woodward
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Policy Press, an imprint of Bristol University Press, is committed to publishing the highest quality scholarship in the social sciences and 
aligned disciplines. As a not-for-profit university press, our aim is to publish work that makes an impact in the world.

All books are also available in EPDF format. 
Order online at bristoluniversitypress.co.uk or from all good bookshops.

You can also order direct from Marston Book Services: 
e: direct.orders@marston.co.uk   
t: +44 (0) 1235 456 500

Our eBooks are available via a range of library suppliers and individual eBooks are also available from most major retailers, see 
our website for more details.

Our digital books and journals are available via our platform Bristol University Press Digital. Our books can also be accessed via 
Policy Press Scholarship Online (PPSO) in partnership with Oxford University Press, Cambridge Core and Project Muse.
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